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Smart Silent Series
12V DC 1nm with Built in Battery

GRACEFULLY INTELLIGENT

Smart Silent Series 12V DC 1nm with Built in Battery
MaestroShield® motors are innovation at its best. Designed in-house by Swedish and American engineers, these
industry leading components are the perfect marriage of power, precision and price. Charges just like a cell phone.
This motor has no battery tube and is charged by a rechargeable lithium battery. The battery fully charged can
raise and lower 180 times. You can recharge the battery up-to 300 times, that is a total of 54,000 times. With only
38 decibel sound output, this is one of the quietest motors on the market. Not only does it have a built in battery
but it also has a built in receiver, allowing for slim lines in installation.

FEATURES
 Powered by Rechargeable Built In Lithium

Battery
 38 decibel sound output, quietest motor

on the market
 Built-in Receiver
 Easy-to-Set Electronic Limit Switch
 3 year 100% replacement Warranty

coverage
 Lifting capacities in excess of 12 Lbs.
 Compatible with all MaestroShield Remote

Control Systems, Crown and Drive for 1 ½
round tubes, and snap on motor bracket
fits with 3” and 4” brackets

DC | 12V Motor
Item #

SSWR1201/30

Torque

(Nm)

1

Speed

(rpm)

30

Tube Diameter

(mm)

25.5

Motor Length

(in)

11

Voltage

(V)

12

Input Power

(W)

11

Current

(A)

450 MA

Lifting Weight

(lbs)

≤ 12

Decibel

(Db)

34-40

MaestroShield® motors and electronics are innovation at its best. Designed in-house by Swedish and American engineers, these
industry leading components are the perfect marriage of power, precision and integration. With multiple configurations available, the
agility of our motors and electronics puts them in a class of their own. Designed and tested with quality in mind MaestroShield® motors
and electronics will greatly enhance your shutter, door, screen and shading applications. These are only some of the reasons why
MaestroShield® is superior to the competition in tubular motors and electronics.
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